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ASSTRACT 

A graph plotting pulse height analyzer of compact size and 

moderate cost is described. The operation is simple and flexible, and the 

instrument is easy to maintain. 

.1 
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INTRODUCTION 

The complexity and high cost of existing recording pulse height 

analyzers prompted an investigation into the feasibility of producing a graph 

plotting pulse height analyzer which could be constructed in a small amount 

of space and at a moderate cost. This analyzer had to be easy to operate, 

quite flexible, and easy to maintain. It also had to contain the following 

circuit elements: a photomultiplier tube, pre-anipIifieir and crystal assembly, 

a linear amplifier, a differential discriminator, a complete scaler, a count 

rate meter, a high and low voltage supply, and a pen recorder. 

All of the above mentioned circuits were placed -  upon one chassis, 

exclusive of the pen recorder and the photomultiplier tube and pre_amplirier 

assembly. To provide a maximum of flexibility and ease of operation the fol-

lowing features have been included: a stop count switch, a scale selector and 

count rate sensitivity switch, a window width control, a high voltage adjusting 

control, a manual aiscriminator control, an automatic variable speed dis - 

criminator control, a metering time constant control, an automatic operations 

switch, and provisions for either differential or integral scaler operation. 
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

Pre-Amplifier 

Since the measured pulses originate at the pre -amplifier this will 

be the starting place in the description. The pre -amplifier assembly (See 

Figs. 1 and 2) consists of an inverse feedback amplifier with a gain of 30, a 

5819 photomultiplier tube., a Harshaw S-17 sodium iodide crystal and the 

associated mechanical mountings The photomultiplier tube and pre-.amplifier 

are mounted in a-1/4 in. I.D. iron tube,...oie end of which has been threaded 

inside, and out. To the inside thread mounts the crystal holding, ring and to the 

outsideds attached the shelf type sample holder,. Optical contactbetween photo - 

rni4ti]er.tube and crystal is obtained by bonding 4lucite cupto theS-17Harshaw 

crysta.ho1dei, placing clear mineral oil in the bottom of this cup and inverting 

the photomultiplier tube to rest with its photo cathode in therl. &rayity holds 

the photomultiplier tube against the crystal and a felt ring bonded to the photo-

mu1tipliertubes socket functions as a light seal and friction dçyice ..  

Attached to the photomultiplier tube socet and aboye the photo-

mu1tipli:er tube is a compact three tube, inverse feedback stabiiize pr.e -ampli - 

fier, with a gain of 30. This amplifier consists of a two tubeamplifier, plus a 

cathode follower, with the output and feedback voltage poth emanating from the 

catho4eofthe cathode follower. Power to the pre.-amplifier, pre-mp1ifier 

output signal, and photomultiplier tube anode voltage are conveyedthrougha 

multiconductor shielded cable which emergcs through the handle, of the pre-

amplifier and terminates in a main chassis connector plug. 

• 	AmplifierandPülseShaper 	• 	 ' 	.. 

On the main chassis (Figs 3 and 4) the pulse enters a shaping line 

and then into an inverse feedback amplifier having a gain of 100 The use of a 

shaping line is of utmost irnportanée, so as to obtaii flat top pulses for the dif-

ferential discriminator and to reduce overloading in the ampfifier caused by 

pulse overshoot. In this circuit a combination of delay line, clipping and R. C. 

clipping has been used to obtain the proper response. A lumped type delay 

line was used in preference to the cable type in that it has lower loss and is 

more conveniently used. 	 * 
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The circuit used in the amplifier was chosen mainly for its sim-

plicity. It consists of a two stage amplifier ,  (Vi and V2) using feedback from 

the plate of V2 'to the cathode of Vi. The band width of this amplifier, is in 

the or4er of 2 megacycles.  

Discriminator  

From the output of the amplifier we pass into the discriminator 

circuit which functions as an integral or differential discriminator. This 

circuit consists of two modified Schmidt discriminators, usingtubes V3.,..V4, 

V.5,. 'V'7 and V8 1  one of whiáh determines lower discrimination level and the 

other which determines the upper discrimination level. To provide.differeñ-

• tial action the upper discriminator output is applied to an anti-coincidence 

circuit 'along with the lower discriminator output. To provide integral action. 

the upper discriminator pulse to the anti-coincidence circuit is'blocked by 

applying a high negative bias to the grid of V-9B. 

Most discriminators were found to perform with too poor. stability 

especially at low pulse height settings. This poor stability was attributed to 

low overall loop gain, excessive phase shift and poor donduction transfer 

characteristics To improve these discriminator characteristics more loop 

gain was provide4, a long coupling time constant was chosen between tubes 

V3, V7 and tubes V4, V8, and a cathode clamping tube was used to impr.ove 

the conduction transfe.r characteristics. Since the incoming pulse has finite 

rise and fall times and is not perfectly flat topped, the upper discriminator 

output pulse will tend to be a narrower and will lag the lower discriminator' 

output pulse. This necessitates the addition of circuitry to provide proper 

cancellation by the upper discriminator pulse when both discriminators have 

triggered. This has been accomplished by adding to the upper discriminator, 

a pulse broadener and discharge tube (V6) and to the lower discriminator, a 

slight delay, which occurs in the R. C. integrating combination formed by R 54  

and the input capacity  of yb 

I 
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Thepuliè bràãdenér andi discharge combination consists of a 

cathode follower, hiinga lang time constnt cathode 1oad. shunted by a 

discharge tube whósegridi driven nEgative during the. pulse duration of the 

loweid1scriminator. 	her4uirédnegátive drive is obtained by, inverting 

and a plifying thepositive lower discriminator pulse in tube V-9A. 

Thè oüpts of theupper ad lower discrimintors are fed into 

an anti-coincidence circuit using V-9B and V10. The upper discriminator 

output is applied to the grid of V-9B and the lower discriminator output to 

the grid of VlO With this arrangement cancellation is obtained when both 

grids are driven positive simultaneously and the pulse is amplified only when 

the grid of VlO is driven positive by itself. The output pulse from VlO, being 

negative, is fed directly into the first scaling pair of the scaler.  

Incorporated into the discriminator circuit are manual and auto -

matic controls to set discrimination level, and a step switch to set the 

window width 

The controls for discrimination level consist ofa nianually operated 

potentiometer, a motor driven potentiometer with variable speed drive, and a 

switch for selection of manual r automatic operation. The window. width. 

switchhas.width.s.e.ttingsof.1, 2 1  3 ., 4, 5, 8, 10,15 and 20 volts. The lastpo-

sition of this switch, marked full, is used for integral discriminator operation 

The automatic drive mechanism (Fig 5) for the pulse height po-

tentiometer has provision, for cycle speds of 7, 10, 30, 90 and 120 minutes. 

The positin in the cycle is indicated on the front panel by a bar knob which 

can be recycled manually at any time. 

Pulse height setting is accomplis:hed by controlling the potential 

upon the gids of the first tubes of the upper and lower discriminators simul-

taneóusly and windo'A' width settings are accomplished by producing a voltage 

difference between the grids'of the second tubeà in the upper and lower dis-

criminators. . . . 

tomth'outpütof the diffe'r.ential,discriminator we enter the 

scaler, which is.quite conventional, consisting .of eight binary units producing 

a scaling factor of 256. Scaling factors of from 2 to 256 can be conveniently 

chosen by manipulation of the scale factor switch, which also functions as the 

count rate meter sensitivity control. 
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The output fed throughthe scale factorswitch is passed on to the 

mechanical register driver circuit and to the count rate metering and inte-

grating circuit The mechanical register circuit is arranged so as to operate 

for pièét counting of 10, 100 and 1000 by proper selection on the automatiç 

control switèh When the count rate metering circuitis used the register is :  

made inoperative by placing the automatic control switch to ?ninteg ratet. 

Count Rate Metering and Integrating 	 , 

For operation of the count rate circuit the pulses from the scaling 

pair selected bythe scale factor, switch are fed into the grid of a thyratron. 

This thyratron serves as apulse shaper and a pulse rectifierwhich is extremely 

stable This thyratron, V28, can be used as an integrator by using the cathode 

capacitor. C46-47, or as a count rate meter by placing a resistor across this 

cathode capacitor. When used asan integrator this circuit is externally cycled 

by a timer mechanism (Figs. 6 and 7) mounted in the pen recorder box. From 

the output of the integrator, count rate meter, the signal is fed to a 10 millivolt 

pen recorder.  

Power Supplies 

It is of utmost importance that the anode supplyfor the photo-

multiplier tube and the anode supplyfor amplifier, discriminator and count 

rate meter be very well regulated. This is accomplished by providing elec-

tronic regulators on both low and high voltage supplies. ' 

Other Components  

Manyextra :conIeniences' are also',incorporated into this unit s ' 

such as provision for automatic and manual timing, connections and, controls 

for the pen recorderoni the main chassis, and a timer keying mechanism 

whidh allows for count rate integrator operation..  

The accompanying schematic drawings will serve to explain many 

other electronic details not discus sed.fully. Figure 8 shows .the instrument in 

'a typical crystal spectrometerset-up.  
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SUMMARY 

It was feltthat this compact, relatively inexpensive unit, just 

described would be avery useful tool in nuclear studies, saving countless 

hours of work which would have otherwise been lost by using tedious methods 

of analysis. Especially when studying decay schemes of short life isotopes, 

or identifying them from other isotopes, this type of automatic recording 

system is not onlyuseful, but is necessary. Figures 9, 10, and 11 show typical 

spectrograms taken with this instrument. 
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Fig. 1 Pre Amplifier Schematic 
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Fig. 3 Recording Pulse Height Analyzer Schematic. 



Fig. 4 Top View of Pulse Height Analyzer Showing Locations 
of Tubes and Parts. Note - Synchronous Clock Motor 
and Gear Box for Driving the Differential Discriminator 
Pulse Height Selecting Potentiometer. 
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Fig. 5 Recording Pulse Height Analyzer Timing Mechanism 
Assembly. 
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Fig. 6 Recording Pulse Height Analyzer Integrator Keying 
Mechanism. 
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Fig. 7 View of Integrating Timer Unit Mounted in a 10 m. v. 
L and N Pen Recorder. Switch is for Changing from 
Integrate to Metering Operation. 



Fig. 8 Typical Crystal Spectrometer Set Up Using the Pulse Height Analyzer. 
(a) Pulse Height Analyzer, (b) Pen Recorder, (c) Photo tube, Pre 
Amp and Crystal Assembly in Lead Shield. 

Viewing the pulse height analyzer separately, the controls from left 
bottom. to right are reset switch, count-stop switch, scale factor and 
count rate sensitivity switch, window width switch, high voltage 
potentiometer and pilot lamps. The second row contains automatic 
operations switch, discriminator operations switch, metering time 
constant switch, manual discriminator potentiometer. The third 
row contains scaler interpolate lights, and high voltage meter. The 
fourth, row contains the mechanical register, spare gears, gear 
change studs, and a knob indicating the position of the automatic 
discriminator potentiometer. 
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Fig. 9 Showing Actual Recordings Made with Active Samples. 
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Fig. 10 Showing Actual Recordings Made with Active Samples 




